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Abstract
UV cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) and individual-nucleotide resolution CLIP (iCLIP) are methods to
study protein-RNA interactions in untreated cells and tissues. Here, we analyzed six published and two novel data
sets to confirm that both methods identify protein-RNA cross-link sites, and to identify a slight uridine preference
of UV-C-induced cross-linking. Comparing Nova CLIP and iCLIP data revealed that cDNA deletions have a
preference for TTT motifs, whereas iCLIP cDNA truncations are more likely to identify clusters of YCAY motifs as the
primary Nova binding sites. In conclusion, we demonstrate how each method impacts the analysis of protein-RNA
binding specificity.
Background
To understand post-transcriptional regulation, it is crucial
to study protein-RNA interactions in the cellular environment. Irradiation with UV-C light creates a covalent bond
between proteins and RNAs that are in direct contact in
vivo without requiring pre-incubation of cells with photoreactive ribonucleoside analogs. Cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) was therefore developed to identify
RNA sites in direct contact with RNA-binding proteins
(RBPs) [1]. Especially in combination with high-throughput sequencing, CLIP (or HITS-CLIP) identified RNA targets of RBPs in a transcriptome-wide manner [2-5]. These
studies showed that the precise position of protein binding
sites on target RNAs is extremely important, since the
effect of RBPs on the alternative splicing largely depends
on their precise binding position. This was most clearly
shown by genome-wide RNA maps of splicing regulation
[6,7].
To understand the precise position of protein-RNA
cross-linking, several modifications of CLIP were developed. All of these approaches exploit the effect of crosslinked nucleotides during the reverse transcription reaction. One such approach, Photoactivatable Ribonucleoside-Enhanced CLIP (PAR-CLIP), uses photo-reactive
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nucleotides and UV-A light for the cross-linking reaction,
which increases the incidence of point mutations at the
cross-link sites [4]. However, application of PAR-CLIP
requires pre-incubation of cells with photoreactive ribonucleoside analogs, and therefore cannot be performed with
untreated cells and tissues. The efficiency of nucleoside
uptake, and the potential toxicity of these nucleosides [8],
might vary between cell lines and tissues. Methods that
identify cross-link sites without the need of photo-reactive
nucleosides are therefore required.
As originally described by Granneman and colleagues
[9], cross-link sites induced by UV-C light are associated
with point mutations and deletions in CLIP cDNAs,
which was supported by Kishore and colleagues [10].
However, a study by Zhang and Darnell [11] compared
the frequency and distribution of deletions and point
mutations in CLIP and mRNA-Seq cDNAs, and found
that CLIP cDNA deletions were a more reliable signature
of cross-link sites compared to point mutations. The
cDNA deletions in HITS-CLIP data were then used to
identify cross-link sites of Neuro-oncological ventral antigen 1 and 2 (Nova1 and Nova2, which will be together
referred to as Nova) and Argonaute (Ago) proteins in a
genome-wide manner. Recently, individual-nucleotide
resolution CLIP (iCLIP) was developed to identify crosslink sites independently of cDNA mutations [5].
Our first goal was to determine the proportion of
truncated cDNAs in the iCLIP cDNA libraries. CLIP
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and PAR-CLIP protocols identify only the cDNAs that
have read through the cross-link site. However, the peptide or amino acid left on the RNA after treatment with
proteinase K can obstruct the reverse transcriptase, and
therefore primer extension studies showed that a significant proportion of cDNAs truncate at the cross-link
sites [12]. iCLIP employs a different cDNA cloning protocol from CLIP and PAR-CLIP, which enables identification of the cDNAs that truncate at the cross-link sites
[5]. The position of cDNA truncation therefore enables
iCLIP to identify the cross-link sites. The ability of
iCLIP to provide nucleotide-resolution information
about the cross-link sites was initially demonstrated by
determining the positions within uridine tracts that
cross-link to heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins
C1/C2 (hnRNP C), and the positions downstream of 5’
splice sites that cross-link to cytotoxic granule-associated RNA binding proteins (TIA1 and TIAL1) [5,7].
However, these studies did not evaluate the proportion
of cDNAs that truncate at the cross-link sites, as compared to the cDNAs that read through the cross-link
sites. If the read-through cDNAs dominated the iCLIP
libraries, they could impair the ability of iCLIP to identify the cross-link sites with nucleotide resolution.
Our second goal was to compare the cross-link sites
identified by CLIP and iCLIP. Due to the well-characterized
sequence preference of Nova proteins and the available
CLIP data, we performed iCLIP with Nova proteins in
order to compare the two methods. Nova proteins,
encoded by Nova1 and Nova2 genes, contain three KH
RNA-binding domains. The sequence specificity of Nova
proteins has been extensively characterized using in vitro
selection and RNA binding, X-ray crystallography, mutagenesis, and computational studies of Nova-dependent splicing enhancer or silencer elements [13-18]. These studies
have shown that the KH domains recognize the YCAY
motif (Y stands for pyrimidine), such that the affinity of
full-length Nova proteins to RNA increases with the number of proximal YCAY tetramers, and a minimum of three
to five proximal YCAY tetramers was required for functional binding [13,17]. Analysis of cDNA deletions in Nova
CLIP demonstrated that they were located at YCAY motifs,
which confirmed that cDNA deletions can identify proteinRNA cross-link sites [11].
Our third goal was to determine the sequence biases of
UV-C-induced cross-linking. This question could not be
addressed by the past CLIP and iCLIP studies, because all
of these studies have used UV-induced cross-linking to
identify protein-RNA interactions. We therefore used a
method where we induced covalent protein-RNA crosslinking in vivo without employing UV-C irradiation. This
was achieved by employing the NOP2/Sun domain
family, member 2 protein (NSUN2), an RNA methyltransferase that catalyzes the methylation of cytosine to
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5-methylcytosine [19-21]. During the catalytic process,
cysteine 321 of NSUN2 forms a covalent link with the
cytosine residue in the RNA substrate. Cysteine 271 is
then required to catalyze release of the methylated RNA
from NSUN2. When the cysteine 271 residue is mutated
to alanine, release of substrate no longer occurs, and an
irreversible covalent bond forms between NSUN2 and
RNA [22]. We performed iCLIP with the mutant human
NSUN2 (C271A), which allowed us to evaluate the
sequence biases introduced by the UV-C induced crosslinking. This demonstrated that both CLIP and iCLIP are
subject to a modest uridine preference caused by UV-C
cross-linking. In addition, our analyses also demonstrated
that CLIP cDNA deletions primarily occur at TTT
motifs, and showed that iCLIP cDNA truncation sites
analysis is better suited for the study of binding sites
located within repetitive motifs.

Results
The vast majority of iCLIP cDNAs truncate at the crosslink sites

CLIP and iCLIP both employ UV-C irradiation and immunoprecipitation to isolate RNAs cross-linked to a specific
protein (Figure 1). Both methods ligate an adapter to the
3’ ends of the co-purified RNA fragments. However, the
two methods differ in the subsequent steps used to prepare the cDNA library. CLIP ligates an RNA adapter to
the 5’ ends of the RNA that is later the site for PCR priming. In order to form a molecule competent for PCR
amplification, the reverse transcriptase must read through
the cross-link site to reach the RNA adapter. However,
iCLIP does not ligate an adapter to the 5’ ends of RNA,
but instead introduces the adapter via an overhang in the
primer used for reverse transcription. The adapter is
added to the opposite end of cDNAs via circularization,
followed by a restriction enzyme cleavage to linearize the
cDNAs. This allows amplification of both the truncated
and read-through cDNAs. In order to avoid PCR artifacts
when quantifying the cDNAs that truncate at the same
position, iCLIP also introduced a random barcode into the
cDNA adapter [5].
Past studies showed that CLIP cDNAs that read
through the cross-link sites had higher proportions of
deletions compared to mRNA-Seq cDNAs. Nova CLIP
experiments contain a defined proportion of cDNAs with
deletions [11]. Therefore, we directly compared the incidence of cDNAs containing deletions in CLIP and iCLIP
data to estimate the proportion of truncated cDNAs in
iCLIP cDNA libraries. We performed iCLIP for Nova
proteins in postnatal mouse brain, using the same antibody and purification protocol as was used in the past
studies [11] (Figure s1 in Additional file 1). To avoid the
effects of variable sequence read lengths, we evaluated
deletions only in the first 25 nucleotides of sequence
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Figure 1 Schematic summary of CLIP and iCLIP methods. After UV cross-linking between protein and RNA, both methods purify the protein
of interest, ligate the 3’ adaptor, purify the protein-RNA complex, and digest the protein by proteinase K. In CLIP, a 5’ adapter is ligated to the
RNA before reverse transcription. Therefore, CLIP can only amplify cDNAs that read through the cross-link site. However, since the cross-linked
nucleotides are covalently bound to the amino acid residue, a proportion of cDNAs truncate at the cross-link site. In iCLIP, truncated cDNAs are
captured by circularization and subsequent linearization.

reads. We used mRNA-Seq to determine the background
occurrence of cDNAs containing deletions on our
sequencing platform. The deletion ratio in mRNA-Seq
was 0.4%, and was therefore compatible with the past
study [11]. The proportion of cDNAs containing deletions in Nova CLIP cDNA libraries was 11%, whereas in
iCLIP it was only 2.3%, with little variation between
experiments (Table 1; Figures s2 and s3 in Additional file
1). Assuming that deletions occur with the same frequency in read-through cDNAs from the CLIP and iCLIP
protocols, we estimated that the proportion of readthrough cDNAs in Nova iCLIP is approximately 18%,
with the remaining 82% representing truncated cDNAs.
Among the cDNAs without deletions, which we used to
define the cDNA truncation sites, the estimated proportion of truncated cDNAs in Nova iCLIP is 85% (see
Materials and methods).
To analyze if the proportion of truncated cDNAs in
iCLIP depends on the protein being studied, we evaluated
iCLIP data from past studies of hnRNP C, TIA1, TIAL1
and TAR DNA binding protein (TDP-43; also known as
TARDBP) [7,23]. Strikingly, the proportion of cDNAs

containing deletions in TIA1, TIAL1 and TDP-43 iCLIP
was close to that of mRNA-Seq, indicating that over 95%
of cDNAs in these iCLIP experiments truncated at crosslink sites (Table 1; Figures s2 and s3 in Additional file 1).
To further consolidate this finding, we evaluated crosslinking of TIA1 and TIAL1 at positions +6 to +30 downstream of exon-intron junctions, which were shown by
an independent study to be important for TIA-dependent
splicing regulation [24,25]. cDNA truncations identified
this region 291 and 457 times more frequently compared
to cDNA deletions in TIA1 and TIAL1 iCLIP, respectively (Figure s4 in Additional file 1). This demonstrates
the improved capacity of iCLIP cDNA truncations, compared to cDNA deletions, in identifying the TIA binding
sites. Taken together, our results indicate that the vast
majority of cDNAs in iCLIP experiments are truncated at
the protein-RNA cross-link sites.
Analysis of sequence biases at the cross-link sites
identified by CLIP or iCLIP

As described earlier, the specificity of Nova proteins for
YCAY clusters has been extensively studied. Therefore, we
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Table 1 Deletions in CLIP, iCLIP and mRNA-seq cDNAs
Experiments

Unique
cDNAs

Unique cDNAs with deletions in sequence
reads

Unique cDNAs with deletions (1 to 25
nucleotides)

Proportiona

Nova CLIP

3,852,778

482,871

421,417

11%

Ago mRNA
CLIP

1,105,217

79,126

61,211

5.5%

mRNA-Seq
Nova iCLIP

4,857,809
166,330

60,110
6,174

18,936
3,749

0.4%
2.3%

hnRNP C iCLIP

698,046

17,412

8,923

1.3%

TIA1 iCLIP

991,158

6,945

6,261

0.6%

TIAL1 iCLIP

2,786,090

12,011

10,963

0.4%

TDP-43 iCLIP

3,506,515

97,708

48,138

1.4%

a

Proportion was defined as the percentage of (Unique cDNAs with deletions (1 to 25 nucleotides)/Unique cDNAs).

compared the ability of CLIP and iCLIP to identify such
clusters. First, we compared the position of Nova CLIP
cDNA deletion sites as determined by Zhang and Darnell
[11] with the Nova iCLIP cDNA truncation sites as determined by the experiments conducted for this study. cDNA
truncation sites were defined by the nucleotide following
the 3’ end of cDNAs (that is, the nucleotide preceding the
sequence reads), which was assigned the position 0 in the
present analyses of iCLIP data. For identification of significant sites, we employed the same methods as used in the
original studies (false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.001 for
CLIP cDNA deletions [11] and FDR < 0.05 for iCLIP
cDNA truncations [7]). We then plotted the occurrence of
YCAY motifs relative to the positions of cross-link sites
identified by the two methods. Surprisingly, this indicated
different positioning of YCAY motifs around cross-link
sites defined by CLIP and iCLIP (Figure 2a; Figure s5A in
Additional file 1). As reported previously, the occurrence
of YCAY motifs peaked at positions -5, -3, 0 and +2 relative to the CLIP cDNA deletion sites (Figure 2a) [11]. In
contrast, YCAY motifs peaked at position +1 relative to
the iCLIP cDNA truncation sites (Figure s5A in Additional
file 1). To understand this discrepancy, we evaluated the
CLIP cDNA deletion sites in more detail. We found that
the distance between YCAY motifs and the deletions in
CLIP cDNAs that mapped to the two strands of the genome were shifted by two nucleotides relative to each other
(Figure 2a). One possible cause of this shift could be the
strong preference of cDNA deletions for TTT motifs (Figure s6A-C in Additional file 1). Since cDNA deletions cannot be positioned within such mononucleotide repeats,
Novoalign, a program that was used for the mapping of
deletion sites, automatically assigns the position of deletion to the 3’ end of TTT motifs in the transcripts on the
plus strand of the genome, and to the 5’ end of TTT
motifs in the transcripts on the minus strand. We therefore re-defined the deletion sites within TTT motifs to the
center of this motif, which completely corrected the mismatch between the two strands, and showed that the
YCAY motif positioning was different from that observed

in the original study [11] (Figure s5B in Additional file 1).
We used these re-defined positions for the remaining analyses of Nova cDNA deletions in this study.
The re-defined positions of cDNA deletions showed
that YCAY motifs were enriched only at positions -4 and
+1 relative to the deletion sites (Figure s5B in Additional
file 1). Notably, the vast majority of these cDNA deletions
were located within TTT motifs (Figure s6 and Additional file 1), and TTT enrichment was present also at
Ago CLIP cDNA deletion sites (Figure s7 in Additional
file 1). Furthermore, TTT enrichment was present at
Nova CLIP cDNA deletion sites even if we did not use an
FDR threshold to define the significant CLIP cDNA deletion sites (Figure s6D, E in Additional file 1). The
TTTCAY motif represented 80% of the Nova CLIP
cDNA deletions that mapped to the nucleotide preceding
the YCAY motif (+1 position; Figure 2c), and YCATTT
represented 90% of the cases where cDNA deletions
mapped to the nucleotide following the YCAY motif (-4
position; Figure s5D in Additional file 1). Furthermore,
the YCATTTCAY motif represented 56% of the cases
where CLIP cDNA deletions mapped to the -4 position
of YCAY (Figure s5B in Additional file 1), indicating that
the -4 peak was largely a result of the TTT enrichment at
CLIP cDNA deletions. Therefore, we evaluated only the
YCAY motif starting closest to each cross-link site, which
showed that CLIP cDNA deletions and iCLIP cDNA
truncations both identified the nucleotide preceding the
YCAY motifs (+1 site) as the primary Nova cross-link
site (Figure 2b, c). Importantly, TTTCAY represented
only 15% of the cases where Nova iCLIP cDNA truncations mapped to the nucleotide preceding the YCAY
motif (+1 position; Figure 2b) and 22% of the cases
where iCLIP cDNA truncation mapped to the nucleotide
following the YCAY motif (-4 position; Figure s5C in
Additional file 1). Nova and Ago proteins do not have a
known binding preference for the U tracts. Therefore,
the enrichment of the TTT motif is most likely associated with the deletion sites in read-through cDNAs.
The analysis of cDNA truncations in iCLIP therefore
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Figure 2 iCLIP cDNA truncations identify RNA cross-link sites of Nova proteins with nucleotide resolution. (a) The occurrence of YCAY
motifs around the CLIP cDNA deletions (FDR < 0.001). The black line shows the starting position of YCAY motifs on all cDNAs, whereas the light blue
and yellow lines show the starting position on the plus or minus strand of the genome. The dashed line shows the background occurrence of YCAY
motifs. (b) The occurrence of YCAY motifs starting closest to the iCLIP cDNA truncations (FDR < 0.05). The red line shows the starting position of YCAY
motifs, and the green line shows the starting position of TTTCAY motifs. (c) Similar to (b), but the occurrence of YCAY motifs starting closest to
redefined CLIP cDNA deletions, where the position of deletions mapping within TTT motifs is assigned to the middle of TTT. The red line shows the
starting position of YCAY motifs, and the green line shows the starting position of TTTCAY motifs. (d) Occurrence of iCLIP cDNA truncations (black),
deletions (blue) or truncations of cDNA with deletions (orange) around the re-defined CLIP deletion sites. The number of cDNAs was determined by
considering the random barcode. iCLIP cDNA deletion sites were re-defined as described in Materials and methods.

provides an advantage by identifying cross-link sites lacking the TTT motif.
iCLIP cDNA truncations identify the positions of CLIP
cDNA deletions

To further examine the overlap between cross-link sites
identified by CLIP and iCLIP, we directly compared the
positions of the re-defined cDNA deletions in CLIP (FDR
< 0.001) and cDNA truncations in iCLIP (no FDR threshold). iCLIP cDNA truncation sites were significantly
enriched at the CLIP deletion sites, confirming that iCLIP
cDNAs represent truncations at the cross-link sites (Figure
2d; Figure s8A, B in Additional file 1). In contrast, the 3’
ends of CLIP cDNAs that lack deletions did not overlap
with the CLIP deletion sites, confirming that the overlap is
specific to iCLIP libraries (Figure s8C, D in Additional file
1). Similarly, the 3’ ends of iCLIP cDNAs containing deletions did not overlap with the CLIP cDNA deletion sites
(Figure 2d; Figure s8E in Additional file 1). Instead, the 3’
ends of iCLIP cDNAs containing deletions had a similar
pattern to the 3’ ends of CLIP cDNAs, and iCLIP cDNA
deletion sites were significantly enriched at CLIP cDNA
deletion sites, indicating that most iCLIP cDNAs containing deletions represent read-through sequences (Figure 2d;
Figure s8 in Additional file 1). In conclusion, we find that
iCLIP cDNAs lacking deletions truncate at positions overlapping with deletions in CLIP or iCLIP cDNAs, confirming that they can identify the position of cross-link sites.
UV-C-induced cross-linking preferentially occurs at
uridines

To conduct a comprehensive analysis of sequence biases
that might be associated with UV-C-induced cross-linking,

we performed iCLIP with the mutant NSUN2 (C271A),
which forms an irreversible covalent bond with cytosine
without the need of UV-C-induced cross-linking [22].
Analysis of the NSUN2 iCLIP cDNA libraries showed
strong cytosine enrichment at position +1 (Figure 3a),
which corresponds to the 3’ end of cDNAs (that is, the
first nucleotide of the sequence reads). On the other hand,
analysis of iCLIP data of five other proteins showed thymidine enrichment at position 0, which contrasted a depletion of thymidines at the same position in NSUN2 iCLIP
(Figure 3a, b; Figure s9 in Additional file 1). These results
demonstrate that the nucleotide enrichment at cross-link
sites reflects the cross-linking protocol used; the spontaneous cross-linking of NSUN2 predominantly occurs at
cytosines, whereas UV-C cross-linking predominantly
occurs at uridines. However, binding preferences also contribute to the nucleotide enrichments, as seen by a stronger thymidine enrichment at cross-link sites of proteins
that directly bind uridine tracts (hnRNP C, TIA1 and
TIAL1) compared to Nova and TDP-43 proteins, which
are not thought to bind uridine tracts (Figure 3b; Figure s9
in Additional file 1). It is clear, however, that the uridine
bias resulting from UV-C cross-linking is modest compared to the enrichment of cDNA deletions at TTT motifs
(Figure 3b-d; Figure s9 in Additional file 1).
The use of cross-link sites to study RNA binding
specificity

To evaluate how the sequence biases at cross-link sites
influence the study of RNA binding specificity of Nova,
we assessed the nucleotide composition of the two variant pyrimidine positions of YCAY motifs at Nova crosslink sites identified by the CLIP cDNA deletions or iCLIP
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Figure 3 Enrichment of T nucleotide at cross-link sites induced by UV-C. (a) The nucleotide compositions around NSUN2 iCLIP cDNA
truncations on the protein-coding genes (including introns). (b) Similar to (a), but iCLIP with Nova protein. (c) Similar to (a), but around Nova CLIP
cDNA deletions. The deletion sites were re-defined as described in the main text. (d) Similar to (c), but around Ago CLIP cDNA deletions. (e) The
proportion of the four types of YCAY motif around Nova CLIP cDNAs deletions. (f) Similar to (c), but around Nova iCLIP cDNA truncations.

cDNA truncations (Figure 3e, f). We found that the relative proportions of TCAC increased at cross-link sites of
both methods, with a corresponding decrease in the
CCAT motif (Figure 3e, f). To quantify this change, we
compared the ratio of YCAY motifs starting at positions
0 to +2 to those starting at positions -20 to +20. At the
CLIP cDNA deletion sites, CCAT decreased from 21% to
0.3%, whereas at iCLIP cDNA truncation sites the
decrease was from 36% to 26% with a corresponding
increase in TCAC (Figure s10A-D in Additional file 1).
This indicates that the analysis of sequence motifs at
cross-link sites identified by CLIP cDNA deletions has
stronger sequence preferences compared to cross-link
sites identified by iCLIP cDNA truncations.
iCLIP allows quantitative analysis of protein occupancy on
its RNA-binding sites

To compare the ability of CLIP and iCLIP to monitor the
relative occupancy of an RBP on different RNA-binding
sites, we evaluated cross-link sites determined by the two
methods in the Meg3 gene (also known as Gtl2). Meg3 is a
maternally expressed non-coding RNA and thought to be
involved in mouse embryonic development [26]. Zhang

et al. [27] showed that the human ortholog, MEG3, has 12
alternative splicing variants. Meg3 contains approximately
3% of all Nova CLIP cDNAs [1], and is therefore the RNA
with strongest cross-linking to Nova in mouse brain. The
overall high coverage in the Meg3 RNA allows analysis of
cDNA counts at individual binding sites. As described previously, Nova functional binding sites are composed of
multiple closely spaced YCAY motifs, also referred to as
YCAY clusters, such that the Nova affinity for RNA correlates with the number of proximal YCAY motifs [13,17].
Therefore, to identify candidate high-affinity Nova binding
sites, we calculated the YCAY cluster score by counting
the number of YCAY motifs in 41 nucleotide sliding windows (Figure 4a). We then compared the YCAY cluster
score with cDNA counts at cross-link sites identified by
CLIP cDNA deletions or iCLIP cDNA truncations. Interestingly, whereas YCAY cluster scores correlated poorly
with CLIP cDNA deletion counts (Spearman’s rho = 0.25,
P-value = 0.16), correlation with iCLIP cDNA counts was
highly significant (Spearman’s rho = 0.53, P-value =
0.0013) (Figure 4a-c). Accordingly, the regions with the
highest YCAY cluster score contained the highest iCLIP
cDNA counts. On the other hand, the strongest site
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Figure 4 Comparison of CLIP and iCLIP analysis of Nova binding to its primary RNA target, the Meg3 non-coding RNA. (a) Overview of
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with peak height corresponding to the cDNA counts. The YCAY score track shows the YCAY score at each position, while the YCAYs track shows
the position of YCAY motifs. (b) Region with the highest iCLIP cDNA count. This region also has the highest YCAY score. (c) Region with the
second highest iCLIP cDNA count. (d) Region with the highest number of CLIP cDNA deletions. Same scale is used in all panels in order to allow
comparisons of the evaluated binding sites.

defined by CLIP cDNA deletions resided within a TTT
motif positioned between two YCAYs, even though it was
not part of a highly scoring YCAY cluster (denoted ‘d’ in
Figure 4a, d).
The observations above strongly suggested that the
quantitative information in iCLIP corresponds to the
affinity of Nova for its binding sites. In order to test
whether the greater ability of iCLIP to identify YCAY
clusters is evident also in other RNA targets, we evaluated the enrichment of YCAY motifs in the region

surrounding the cross-link sites. A greater than two-fold
enrichment of YCAY motifs was restricted to the area
from -12 to +8 nucleotides surrounding the CLIP cDNA
deletions, and from -118 to +65 nucleotides surrounding
the iCLIP cDNA truncations (Figure 5a). Interestingly,
the only YCAY tetramers enriched in the region surrounding the cross-link sites were TCAT and CCAT
(Figure s10E-G in Additional file 1). Motif enrichment
in the region surrounding the cross-link sites identified
by iCLIP indicates the presence of highly clustered
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Figure 5 Comparison of the ability of CLIP and iCLIP to identify clustered YCAY motifs. (a) The enrichment of the YCAY motif around
cross-link sites starting at each position relative to cross-link sites identified by re-defined CLIP cDNA deletions and iCLIP cDNA truncations. Both
peaked at position +1, where the enrichment factor was 29 for CLIP cDNA deletions and 5.6 for iCLIP cDNA truncations. The dashed line shows
two-fold enrichment of the YCAY motif compared to background. (b) The proportion of cross-link sites with YCAY score greater than or equal to
the value shown on the x-axis.

YCAY motifs. Next, we evaluated the ability of CLIP and
iCLIP to detect YCAY clusters. We evaluated cross-link
sites present in YCAY clusters of different lengths, which
confirmed that iCLIP was better capable of identifying
cross-link sites with higher YCAY scores compared to
CLIP (Figure 5b). In conclusion, our analysis indicates
that the quantitative information of iCLIP corresponds
well to the YCAY scores, and is better capable of identifying the highly clustered binding motifs.

Discussion
In this manuscript, we benchmarked CLIP and iCLIP, the
two most frequently used methods for transcriptomewide study of protein-RNA interactions in untreated cells
and tissues. We showed that similarly to CLIP, iCLIP
libraries contain a small proportion of cDNAs with deletions. Therefore iCLIP can identify cross-link sites by two
independent approaches: cDNA deletions or cDNA truncations. Even though the proportion of iCLIP cDNA with
deletions is very low, the overlap of deletions with the
cross-link sites identified by cDNA truncations can serve
to validate the nucleotide resolution of iCLIP data. The
low proportion of cDNAs with deletions indicates that
82% of Nova iCLIP cDNAs were truncated at cross-link
sites, and this proportion is even greater in iCLIP data of
other proteins. The variable proportions of truncated
cDNAs in iCLIP of different RBPs might reflect the
effects of different peptides that remain bound to the
RNA after proteinase K digestion. Since iCLIP can produce both truncated and read-through cDNAs, it can
robustly identify RNA-binding sites even in cases where
the read-through cDNAs are rarely produced (such as in
the TIA proteins), and is therefore capable of studying a

larger repertoire of RBPs. Furthermore, by using the
mutant NSUN2 protein, we demonstrated that iCLIP can
identify cross-link sites induced either by UV-C-induced
cross-linking or other covalent cross-linking protocols.
We found that the TTT motif was the primary motif at
the cross-link sites identified by Nova and Ago CLIP
cDNA deletions. Since these studies did not identify recognition of uridine-rich sequences by Nova or Ago proteins,
the potential functional relevance of the TTT motif
remains to be established. Importantly, we found that the
TTT motif is not enriched in Nova CLIP cDNAs without
deletions, which constitute the large majority of CLIP
cDNAs (Figure s11 in Additional file 1), indicating that
the enrichment of TTT might be a bias introduced by the
cDNA deletion analysis. As has been shown in past studies
of the slippage-mediated mutations by HIV reverse transcriptase, one-base deletions are most common at homonucleotide runs [28]. Therefore, the increased incidence of
cDNA deletions at homonucleotide runs, together with
the UV-C cross-linking bias for uridines, might be responsible for the enrichment of TTT motif at the cross-link
sites identified by cDNA deletions in Nova and Ago CLIP.
It remains to be seen if the TTT motif is the primary site
for deletions only in Nova and Ago CLIP cDNAs, or also
in CLIP of other RBPs.
It is also important to be aware that cDNA mutations
in CLIP and PAR-CLIP may represent genomic variation
rather than cross-link induced mutations. For instance,
we found that most deletions in TDP-43 iCLIP cDNAs
constituted consecutive dinucleotide deletions in TG
repeats (Figure s12 in Additional file 1), unlike the deletions in Nova CLIP cDNAs where consecutive dinucleotide deletions constituted only 21% of all deletions [11].
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Such dinucleotide variation is common in the human
genome because TG repeats correspond to the hypervariable CA microsatellite. Thus, it is likely that most
deletions identified in TDP-43 iCLIP cDNAs are a result
of genomic variation, rather than cross-link-induced
mutations. Methods that aim to identify cross-link sites
by analysis of mutations in cDNAs are therefore prone to
identifying genomic variation instead of cross-link sites.
Analysis of cDNA truncations in iCLIP is therefore useful
to identify cross-link sites independent of the genomic
variation.
To evaluate the nucleotide preferences of UV-Cinduced cross-linking, we compared it with the spontaneous covalent cross-linking of NSUN2. We observed a
consistent T enrichment at position 0 of all iCLIP studies where cross-linking was induced with UV-C - since
this nucleotide is not part of cDNAs (but is upstream of
cDNAs), the T enrichment could only result from steps
up to reverse transcription that are common between
CLIP and iCLIP. Moreover, NSUN2 had no T enrichment, but instead had C enrichment at position +1.
This indicates that UV-C-induced cross-linking has a
uridine bias. As data of additional RBPs become available, other nucleotide biases might be identified. Our
results also indicate that cDNAs can truncate either one
nucleotide before the cross-link sites, as appears most
common in the case of UV-C-induced cross-linking, or
directly at cross-link sites, as is most common in the
case of NSUN2.
Since the methylation by NSUN2 is a transitory enzymatic reaction, we could not cross-link NSUN2 by UVC light in order to directly compare the cross-link sites
of the different methods. Instead, we compared crosslink sites identified by cDNA deletions in Nova CLIP
and cDNA truncations in Nova iCLIP. The sequence
specificity of Nova proteins has been extensively characterized by previous evolutionary conservation [29] and
affinity measurements [13-18]. Both our and previous
studies [11] showed that both TCAT and CCAT are
highly enriched in the region surrounding the cross-link
sites. However, there is a large change in the proportion
of TCAT and CCAT enrichment at deletion sites of
CLIP cDNAs, which is consistent with our finding that
deletions primarily occurred at the TTT motif. In contrast, there is a small change in TCAT and CCAT at
iCLIP cDNA truncation sites, which likely reflects the
uridine preference of UV-C cross-linking. This indicates
that the enriched sequence motifs at cross-link sites
identified by CLIP are more strongly affected by the
sequence preferences of cDNA deletions compared to
iCLIP cDNA truncation sites.
It is clear that the motifs enriched directly at crosslink sites need to be interpreted with caution because of
the potential effects of nucleotide preferences of UV
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cross-linking. However, we demonstrate that enrichment
of the sequence motifs recognized by each RBP is not
restricted to the cross-link sites. This is particularly evident by the enrichment of TCAT and CCAT in Nova
iCLIP, and TG repeats in TDP-43 iCLIP, which is present even at a distance of over 20 nucleotides away
from the cross-link sites (Figures s10E-G and s11 in
Additional file 1). This pattern of enrichment most
likely reflects the high-affinity binding sites of RBPs,
which are often composed of clusters of short motifs
[23,30]. Analysis of such clustered motifs that are
enriched not only directly at the cross-link sites but also
in the vicinity of cross-link sites could avoid the
sequence biases of deletion site analysis or UV-Cinduced cross-linking.
Past studies summarized the CLIP data at multiple
binding sites across the genome to show that they provide quantitative information [10]. However, it was not
clear if occupancy of individual binding sites within an
individual RNA could be quantitatively compared. We
analyzed the primary Nova RNA target Meg3, which
showed that iCLIP cDNA counts correlate well with the
YCAY cluster score. The use of random barcode for
cDNA quantification [5] is one reason for the increased
quantitative nature of iCLIP. Moreover, genome-wide
analysis showed that iCLIP identifies a larger number of
clustered YCAY motifs. This difference may be
explained by the lack of TTT preference in iCLIP, or
the increased mappability of iCLIP cDNAs, since the
truncated cDNA are less likely to fully overlap with the
repetitive motif clusters. Although we showed that
iCLIP truncation analysis allows the comparison of
binding sites within a single transcript, care needs to be
taken in comparisons of binding sites on different transcripts, and between exons and introns of a transcript,
because these can vary dramatically in their abundance.
The accessibility of an RBP to different transcripts also
depends on its localization within the cell. The normalization approaches to take these variations into account
have been recently reviewed [31]. Our study indicates
that UV-C cross-linking is associated with a mild uridine bias, which can be avoided by analysis of the motifs
enriched in the vicinity of cross-link sites.

Conclusions
Our analysis showed that over 80% of cDNAs were
truncated at cross-link sites. We showed that cDNA
truncations in iCLIP can identify the same cross-link
sites as CLIP cDNA deletions. Moreover, since only
iCLIP can recover truncated cDNAs, iCLIP identifies
cross-link sites more comprehensively. We observed a
strong enrichment of the TTT motif at CLIP cDNA
deletion sites, but only a mild T enrichment at iCLIP
cDNA truncation sites. The T enrichment most likely
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results from uridine preference of UV-C-induced crosslinking, because it is absent when we perform UV-independent cross-linking of a mutant RNA methylase. The
TTT enrichment, however, most likely results from analysis of cDNA deletions, because it is absent when analyzing CLIP cDNAs without deletions. Finally, we
demonstrated that iCLIP is better capable of identifying
long YCAY clusters as the primary Nova binding sites.

Materials and methods
CLIP, mRNA-Seq and iCLIP data sets and experiments

Nova and Ago CLIP data sets [2,32,33] and the significant cDNA deletion sites were described by Zhang and
Darnell [11]. The cDNA library of mRNA-Seq for HeLa
cell transcripts was prepared using an Illumina TruSeq
kit. Nova iCLIP was performed by following the standard
iCLIP protocol for brain tissue [5,23]. We used postnatal
mouse brain tissue and immunoprecipitated Nova protein using an anti-Nova antibody [1]. hnRNP C, TIA1,
TIAL1 and TDP-43 iCLIP data sets were available from
past studies [5,7,23]. For NSUN2 iCLIP, we followed the
standard iCLIP protocol with the following modifications:
we transfected COS7 cells with the C271A mutant
NSUN2, and did not subject the cells to UV-C irradiation. We immunoprecipitated the mutant NSUN2 using
an antibody against the myc epitope tag (9E10; SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). High-throughput sequencing for the experiments conducted in this study was performed using the Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx.
Mapping and annotation of sequencing data

We used the mm9/NCBI37, hg19/GRCh37 and MGSC
Merged 1.0/rheMac2 genome assemblies and Ensembl 59
(for mouse and human) and Ensembl63 (for rhesus
macaque) gene annotation. Before mapping we removed
random barcode and adaptor sequences from iCLIP
cDNA sequences, as described previously [5]. We performed iterative mapping of cDNAs without deletions,
followed by mapping of remaining cDNAs containing
deletions. In the first round, we mapped the cDNAs to
the genome with Bowtie 0.12.7 [34], which does not
allow deletions, using the following parameters: -v 2 -m 1
-a –best –strata. The nucleotide preceding the iCLIP
cDNAs mapped by Bowtie was used to define the crosslink sites identified by truncated cDNAs. In the second
round, we mapped the remaining cDNAs to the genome
using Novoalign [35], which can map cDNAs containing
deletions, using the following parameter: -e 0. The
deleted nucleotide in CLIP and iCLIP cDNAs mapped by
Novoalign was used to define the cross-link sites identified by read-through cDNAs. If a cDNA had more than
one deletion, we selected the one closest to the beginning
of the read. When multiple cDNAs with the same random barcode mapped to the same starting position in the
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genome, but contained deletions at different sites, we
selected the deletions with most frequent occurrence. If
two deletions had the same frequency of occurrence, we
selected the one closest to the beginning of the sequence
read for the cDNAs. If the cDNA did not contain random
barcode (CLIP and mRNA-Seq), we followed a procedure
where we allocated the same random barcode to all
cDNAs. The method for the random barcode evaluation,
annotation of genomic segments and identification of significantly clustered cDNA truncation sites was described
earlier [5,7], except that the Ensembl 59 gene annotation
was used. For analyses of CLIP, mRNA-Seq and iCLIP
data, we only used cDNA libraries that contained more
than 10,000 uniquely mapped reads.
Calculating the number of total cDNAs and cDNAs with
deletions

Since CLIP and mRNA-Seq cDNA lacked random barcodes, for the comparison of the number of total cDNAs
or cDNAs with deletions in CLIP, mRNA-Seq and iCLIP
cDNA library (Table 1), we performed the following procedure to cancel random barcode evaluation of iCLIP
libraries. For total cDNA number calculations, we joined
all sequence reads starting at the same position of the
genome into a single read. For cDNAs with deletions, we
selected unique cDNAs with deletions as described
above. If there was more than one cDNA with deletions,
where the sequence reads started the same position of
the genome, we joined them and defined the deletion
sites as the one closest to the beginning of the reads.
This analysis and all following analyses were done with
custom Python and R scripts and the iCount server [36].
Calculating the proportion of read-through cDNAs in
Nova iCLIP cDNA libraries

First, we estimated the proportion of read-through
cDNAs in the total iCLIP cDNA library by evaluating the
proportion of cDNAs containing deletions. This allows
us to evaluate the proportion of cDNAs that were missed
in the CLIP protocol due to cDNA truncations. In this
we assumed the following: first, Nova CLIP cDNA
libraries contain only read-through cDNAs, whereas
Nova iCLIP cDNA libraries contain read-through and
truncated cDNAs; and second, due to the identical protocol for reverse transcription and sequencing, the rate of
deletions and their distribution in read-through cDNAs
was the same in Nova CLIP and iCLIP cDNA libraries.
Furthermore, while both CLIP and iCLIP aim to prepare libraries with average cDNA lengths of 50 nucleotides, different experiments had some variation in
sequence lengths. To avoid this variation when comparing cDNA libraries of CLIP, mRNAseq and iCLIP, we
only evaluated deletions in the first 25 nucleotides from
the 5’ end of cDNAs.
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Thus, we estimated f, the proportion of read-through
cDNAs in the total Nova iCLIP library, to be 18% according to the following formula:


p (iCLIP) = f × p (RT) + 1 − f × p (BG)
p (iCLIP) − p (BG)
≈ 0.177
⇔f =
p (RT) − p (BG)
To make this estimate we used the following values:
p(iCLIP), the proportion of cDNAs with deletions in the
first 25 nucleotides for Nova iCLIP data (3,749/166,330,
≈2.3%); p(RT), the proportion of cDNAs with deletions in
the first 25 nucleotides for read-through cDNAs from
Nova CLIP data (421,417/3,852,778, ≈11%); and p(BG),
the proportion of cDNA with deletions in the first 25
nucleotides of mRNA-Seq cDNAs, which we used to estimate the background occurrence of deletions (18,936/
4,857,809, ≈0.4%). Thus, we estimated that 82% of
cDNAs were lost in CLIP cDNA cloning protocol due to
truncations.
Since read-through cDNAs have a high incidence of
deletions, the cDNAs with deletions are not informative
for analysis of cDNA truncations. Therefore, we only studied cDNAs without deletions in this and in past publications for cross-link site identification by iCLIP. It is
important to determine the proportion of truncated
cDNAs among the iCLIP cDNAs without deletions; 3.7%
(6,174/166,330) of Nova iCLIP cDNAs contained a deletion in the sequence read. These deletions can occur in
both read-through cDNAs and truncated cDNAs. We
estimate that 86% of these deletions occurred in readthrough cDNAs according to the following formula (the
proportion is denoted as k):
k=

f × p (CLIP)


≈ 0.858
f × p (CLIP) + 1 − f × p (BG)

The estimated proportion of read-through cDNAs
among Nova iCLIP cDNA library without deletions in
the sequence reads was 15% according to the following
formula:
(total cDNA) × f − (cDNA with deletions) × k
≈ 0.150
(total cDNA) − (cDNA with deletions)

Thus, we estimate that 85% of Nova iCLIP cDNAs,
among the cDNAs that lack deletions, were truncated at
cross-link sites.
Re-defining the deletion sites

We searched the sequence from -2 to 0 positions to the
deletion sites for the plus strand-mapped cDNAs and
from 0 to 2 for the minus strand-mapped cDNAs. If the
sequence was TTT, we re-defined the deletion site as the
middle of the TTT motif. If the re-defined deletion site
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overlapped with another existing deletion site, the deletion
counts were summed. Nucleotide composition around
deletion sites was visualized with WebLogo 3 [37].
YCAY motif occurrence and enrichment around cross-link
sites

The YCAY motif occurrence was calculated around
cross-link sites defined by confident CLIP deletion sites
by Zhang and Darnell (FDR < 0.001) [11], or by confident
iCLIP truncation sites (FDR < 0.05) [7]. The cross-link
sites were evaluated on the sense strand of transcribed
regions and on both strands of the intergenic regions.
The closest YCAY motif was defined by recording the
starting position of the YCAY motif with the smallest distance to the cross-link site. If two YCAY motifs had the
same distance to cross-link sites, we selected the
upstream motif (for example, if the closest YCAY motifs
started at positions -5 and +5, we selected only the position -5). To determine the background occurrence of
YCAY motifs, we randomly re-positioned the cross-link
sites within the same genomic segment (for instance, in
the same 3’ untranslated region or the same intron, as
described before [7]) and calculated YCAY occurrence
around these re-positioned sites (in the region -50 to 50
relative to the sites). We performed this randomization
100 times and calculated the average background YCAY
motif occurrence. To determine the region of two-fold
enrichment in Figure 5a, we averaged the enrichment at
-2 to +2 positions around each position to avoid the
effects of fluctuations.
Visualization of cDNAs and cross-link sites on the Meg3 RNA

We used the postnatal mouse brain Nova CLIP data set
to visualize the Nova CLIP cDNAs without deletions for
Figure 4. The cDNAs without deletions were mapped
with Bowtie as described above (without a FDR threshold), and converted to eland format. The cDNAs were
then clustered with the Findpeaks 3.1.9.2 program [38]
using the following argument: -dist_type 0 50 -hist_size 1
-eff_size 1.8655e9. The Nova CLIP cDNA deletion sites
(FDR < 0.001) and the counts were described above and
re-defined as described above. The Nova iCLIP truncation sites (FDR < 0.05) and the cDNA counts were
described above. These data sets on the Meg3 gene were
visualized with the UCSC genome browser.
Calculation of the YCAY score

The YCAY score corresponds to the density of YCAY
motifs in a 41-nucleotide sliding window. A region comprising 20 nucleotides upstream and downstream around
the genomic position of interest was evaluated, and the
number of YCAY motifs that were completely contained
in the area was used to determine the YCAY score for
the position.
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Correlation between YCAY score and CLIP or iCLIP cDNA
counts

The region chr12:110796849-110809936 on the mouse
genome (mm9) was evaluated to study Nova binding to
the Meg3 RNA. The correlation between the YCAY score
of the YCAY cluster and the highest CLIP or iCLIP
cDNA counts in the cluster was calculated.
The YCAY clusters were defined using an approach
inspired by the Findpeaks 3.1.9.2 program [38]: 1) calculate the YCAY score for all positions in the region and
determine the local maximum; 2) if the minimum score
between local maxima was 0, the clusters ended at the
position where the score became 0; 3) if the minimum
score between the local maxima was not 0, compare the
minimum score with 0.9-fold of the smaller of the two
local maxima; 4) if the minimum score was smaller, separate the cluster at the middle of the area with the local
minimum value; 5) if the minimum score was larger, join
the two peaks into the same cluster, and compare its
local maximum to the next local maximum, starting from
step 2.
The maximum YCAY score in each cluster was defined
as the YCAY score of the cluster. We only used the clusters that contained at least one cross-link site to calculate
the correlation. We calculated the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the YCAY score and cDNA
count. The same analysis was done to calculate the correlation with cDNA counts at cross-link sites defined by
either CLIP cDNA deletions or iCLIP cDNA truncations.
Statistical analysis

The P-value of the correlation between the YCAY score
and cDNA count of iCLIP or CLIP on the region of the
Meg3 RNA described above was calculated using asymptotic t approximation as two-sided. These value was calculated with cor.test(x, y, alternative = “two.sided”,
method = “spearman”, exact = FALSE) function of R.
Data access

The Nova and NSUN2 iCLIP data are available from
ArrayExpress with accession number E-MTAB-1008 and
together with past published iCLIP data also from
iCount [36].

Additional material
Additional file 1: Supplementary Figures s1 to s12.
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